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Moving Picture Show
is "Importance of the Farm ProaPrinceton, April 3, 1908—A
gram in the War Effort."
moving picture show is now the
Major Joe T. Lovett, Chief,
Henrietta
attraction
at
the
Military Personnel Branch, Fifth
Theatre, the first show being
Service Command, will address
put on last night. The show will
the convention on "Our Americontinue through the spring
can Army You Nourish." Mamonths every night save the
jor Lovett is a past commander
engagements for opera attractof the American Legion in KenProgress of the war in far- Litvinov, Russian ambassador; leader; (10) Sen. Alben W. ions. Tonight's program will be
Kentucky
tucky and former
flung corners of the world was (3) George Summerlin, state Barkley (D. Ky.), Senate ma- very interesting.
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newspaper publisher.
jority leader; (11) Secretary
included in the annual report department's chief of protocol;
No Fish Story
of State Cordell Hull; (12)
on the state of the union which (4) Lord Halifax, British am- Secretary of War Henry L.
Meets Lost Brother
Princeton, April 28, 1908--J.
During. Rainstorm
President Roosevelt is shown bassador; (5) Jan Ciechanows- Stimson; (13) Attorney-General D. Lester, J. W. Jewell and
Knoxville, Tenn. (P)—During making to the new 78th Con- ki, Polish ambassador; (6) Dr. Francis Biddle; (14) Postmaster Luther Dawson, three modest,
a rainstorm, one of the chil- gress. Seated with the Congress Wei Tao-Ming, Chinese am- General Frank Walker; (15) blushing bachelors of the arts
dren at J. H. Maples' home told in the House chamber at the bassador; (7) Dr. A. Loudon, Secretary of Navy Frank Knox; of fishing and historic recounther mother an eldery woman joint session
were cabinet Netherlands ambassador; (8) (16) Secretary of Interior Har- ers of fine fish stories, went to
was standing on the porch.
members and diplomats. Identi- Rep. Joseph W. Martin (R. old Ickes; (17) Secretary of Livingston Creek last Saturday
Maples' married daughter op- fied by number are: (1) Rob- Mass), House minority leader; Agriculture Claude
Wickard; and brought back with them a
ened the door and invited the ert Van der Straten-Ponthoz, (9) Sen. Charles L. McNary (18) Secretary of Commerce string of five feet long—a sure
woman—Mrs. Rose Cotter, seek- Belgian ambassador; (2) Maxim (R. Ore.), Senater
enough demostrated fact—and
minority Jesse Jones.
shelter from the rain—into the
some of the fish were more than
Signs In Braille Urge
Improves Army Radios
Even Dogs Lovers Have
home.
a foot in length. It has been
Blind To Collect Scrap
After a bit the elder Maples Pet Licenses Numbers
Frequency modulation, an off- hinted that they bought the fish,
appeared from the adjoining
New York (IF')Special arrange- spring of the mysterious science and that they trapped them, but
Baltimore (JP)—The guy who
room and declared:
pays extra coin to get auto li- ments have been made to enlist of putting the elusive electron all this kind of talk is mere
haven't cense numberTM203 because the New York's blind in the drive to work for a human master, has slander, for these genial fisher"Why, Rose, you
changed since you were a kid." letters are are his initials and to collect scrap metals. An an- been found extremely useful by men really hooked them.
• • •
And so Mrs. Cotter met her the numerals his house number nouncement, printed in Braille, the Army since we entered the
58 years—even has his counterparts among dog has been placed on bulletin war. It is used extensively for
brother after
Attends Convention
though during that time they lovers.
Princeton, May
15, 1908—
boards of the headquarters of mobile field communications of
lived only a few miles away.
License officials report num- the New York Association for limited range, all but revolution- Mills Wood is attending the
Maples had left home when a bers I and 2 have been going to the Blind. An average of 700 ing the Army's walkie-talkie Southern
Baptist
Convention
boy and had not returned.
the same dogs for years. Other blind persons visit the head- radio because of its high fide- now in session at Hot Springs,
lity of transmission and im- Ark.
pet numbers that adorn the quarters weekly.
• • •
munity from static interference.
same old pooches are 711—after
Class Organized
Wooden pipes 20 feet in diamthe galloping dominoes; 13—in
The name "Devil Dogs" was
Princeton, June 19, 1903—Mrs.
defiance of all supersitition, and eter are being used to carry
23—perhaps a hangover from water to U.S. military canton- acquired by the U.S. Marines C. W. Barnes' Sunday School
during World War I.
Class met Tuesday and organizthe 32 skidoo" days in football. ments.
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THIS MAN

its Use
The New Year, 1943, is "the end
of the beginning." A greater
burden of toil and conflict lies
ahead. And while America's sons

Ex-WAAC Gets Job

ed by electing officers for the
ensuing year. The meeting was
held with Mrs. Barnes on Seminary St. Elegant refreshfnents
were pleasingly served in a very
charming manner. "Philithea"
will be the name of the class
and the officers are as follows:
Miss Laura John, president; Miss
Katie Scarberry, vice-pres. and
Miss Myrtle Phelps, Sec. and
Treas.
Rose Emma Koltinsky
Princeton, June 19, 1903—
Wednesday, the 17th instant,
was the s fifth anniversary of
little Rose Emma Koltinsky, and
her mamma allowed her to have
a birthday party. Several little
ladies and gentlemen attended,
and a most happy occasion it
was, filled with child joys, mirth,
play and musical laughter and
punctuated and crowned with
a delectable and delightful repast. Rose Emma is noted for
her beauty and sprightliness.
*

•

•

Fatal Accident
Princeton, Nov. 13, 1908—As
a result of an accident received
yesterday at the home of Mrs.
Shell Smith on South Jefferson
St., old aunt Eliza Dunning,
colored, died very suddently.
She fell and struck her head
against a door and died about
thirty minutes afterwards. She
was about seventy years old.

Newsprint Deliveries
Are Reduced 1C1 Pd.

—AP Telemat
Kathryn Gregory (above), 20,
discharged from the WAAC after she was discovered dancing
in a Des Moines, Ia., theater
while A.W.O.L., has landed a
job in a Hollywood night club
dancing in a chorus line.

Helpful Welding Device
• A new electrical device is
helping Uncle Sam to keep tabs
on war production. Without going into technical details, it is
an "automatic welding machine
starter with arc-time totalizer."
It computes the actual time the
welding machine is in use, thereby giving the plant a complete
check on welding production and
enabling it to budget workers'
time with greater accuracy.

Ottawa, Ont., (Canadian Press)
—Newsprint deliveries by Canadian mills are restricted to 90
percent of their average deliveries between Oct. 1, 1941, and
March 31, 1942, under an order
issued by Newsprint Administrator R. L. Weldon, the Prices
Board announced.
Announcement of a 10 percent.
cut was made in the United
States December 31 and at that
time the Prices Board made a
simultaneous announcement that
paper for newspapers and periodicals was being rationed but
at that time there was no specific information here as to the
extent of the cut imposed on
Canadian newsprint producers.

Service Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS

W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

Rememher- Chevrolet
Dealers Service A//Makes
of Cars and Trucks

to Liberty

Was a Poor
FARMER'S SON

fight in desert and jungle, telephone communication lines at
home will carry an ever-increasing load of calls vital to Victory.
Telephone materials are still
going to battle in the form of
guns and shells. So, to get the
most out of our present equipment, we will continue to need
your help in keeping long distance lines clear of

all but

necessary calls. And remember,
the greater the distance you
talk, the greater the chance
your call getting in the way

of
of

important war calls.
We are most grateful for the
patriotic response during 1942,
to our requests for voluntary
reduction of unnecessary long
distance calls. It helped us
provide the services so badly
needed in those critical times.
For the "duration," we can
continue to best serve the telephone needs of all by Bening
our country first.

..s

Your Boy Has the
Same Opportunity That He
Had To "Be Somebody."
This Tells You Why.
QECRETARY of State Cordell Hull has
pulled the Americas together into the
strong union of international friendship. Hat.
ing war, he struggled to avert it. Loving his
country, be is fighting like a tiger on the
battlefield of diplomacy to save it and the
American principles which made it possible for
him to reach his high place in world affairs.
Mr. Hull is a poor farmer's son. He was
horn in the hills of middle Tennessee on
October 2, 1871. He has always been close
to the soil—a worker and a dreamer. It took
great sacrifice by his family, and greater effort
by himself, for Cordell Hull to study law in
schools in Tennessee and Ohio. But his climb
to fame as Judge, Representative, Senator, and
Secretary of State never has been interrupted.

GET A SKILLED CHECK-UP NOW!

The

American system of free enterprise
gives your son the opportunity to get ahead
unknown anywhere else in the world. There
are no limits except his own abilities. Whether
he is rich or poor makes little difference. To
keep the doors of opportunity wide open for
every man's boy we must defeat our enemies
who would do away with the free enterprise
system and set up a nationwide socialistic
dictatorship that would control all business
and the lives of individuals. That is not the
American Way of Life!

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
1.aq...rod

OUTHER n BELL TELEPHOOE
ADD TELEGRAPH COMPALLY

Chevrolet dealers have the leader's
"know-how" in servicing all makes.
Chevrolet dealers have had the broadest experience—servicing millions
of new and used cars and trucks.

• Check and rotate tires

A REGULATED PUBLIC UTILITY UNDER BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
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the human

Page Three

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
them

i
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Congress Hears FDR Report On State Of The Nation

Major Joe T. Lovett Is
Among Prominent
Program Speakers

a

at

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

Thursday, January 14, 1943

✓ Check lubrication
‘,/ Check engine, carburetor,
battery
✓ Check brakes
✓ Check steering and wheel
alignment
✓ Check clutch, transmission,
rear axle

Chevrolet dealers have skilled, trained
mechanics.
Chevrolet dealers have modern tools
and equipment.
Chevrolet dealers give quality service

at low cost.
HEADQUARTERS FOR SERVICE ON ALL MAKES AND MODELS

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
Princeton, Kentucky

President Offers
get
Record BudTaxe
s Or

Shattuck Makes
Library Report
Council Discusses
Placing Police Force
Under Civil Service

In his State of the Union message January 7, the President
spoke of the third freedom—
freedom from want—and of what
the young men and women of
America want beyond the winning of the war.
• • •
The President said the U. S.
has reason to be proud of the
war production accomplishments
of 1942-48,000 planes, 56,000
combat vehicles, such as tanks
and self-propelled artillery, 670,000 machine guns, 21,000 antitank guns, 10,250,000,000 rounds
of small arms ammunition and
181,000,000 rounds of artillery
of
arsenal
ammunition—"the
of democracy is making good."
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Seeks More
Forced Savings To
Speed Victory

of
At Monday night's session
ck,
City Council, Frank E. Shattu
Truschairman of the Board of
y,
Librar
Coon
e
Georg
the
tees of
read a detailed report of redisbursements of
ceipts and
for 1942. His refunds
library
port showed a gift of $500 from
the Anna Marble estate had been
sk aside for purchasing books
and $500 had been used in buya
ing War Bonds. There was
balance in the treasury at the
close of the year of $1,416.77.
Total receipts for the year were
$3,778.44. The mayor re-appointed Mr. Shattuck a member of
4the board of trustees for a
year term, ending January 1,
1947. The session was attended
by Councilmen Jones, Hammonds, Lacey, Blackburn and
Morgan, with Mayor Cash pre-
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the outlook is "favorable.". In
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n
in
Marvi
Jr.,
Army has scored gains
Flower girls were granddaughNorth toward Bizerte, the French
, Leona,
have ably fought off German ters, Josie, Ruth, Naomi
y.
attacks in the southern sector, Mary and Delphia Crease
Burial was in Beech Grove
and Allied aerial activity against
enemy shipping has been high- cemetery.
ly effective. Mr. Stimson interpreted the German position in Chain Letters
Russia as grave. Turning to the Sell War Bonds
Pacific, he said American and
Laramie, Wyo. (IP)—The chain
Australian forces have virtually letter fad has been revived in
completed ejecting the Japanese Laramie to sell war bonds.
from New Guinea Island, and in
A joint committee of Kiwanis,
the Solomons, American forces Rotary and Lions club members
have been reinforced and sup- originated the idea during a drive
plied and their positions streng- to sell sufficient bonds to buy
thened. He pointed out, how- a bomber.
ever, that the Germans and JapThe letter urged the receiver
anese have suffered few major to purchase immediately suffireverses, and cautioned against cient stamps to fill any books
underestimating their offensive he might have on hand and
capabilities.
then turn in the books on war

Only a mother
could lore such
a brood ,

FAY BAINTER
CAROLYN LEE
HUGH HERBERT

bonds.
Moving toward simplified and
standardized retail food prices,
OPA has established uniform
retail and wholesale margains
on nine food commodities—coffee, canned fish, cooking and
salad oils, shortening, corn meal,
canned citrus fruits and juices,
evaporated and condensed milk,
pure maple and corn syrups, and
flour and flour mixes. Thus
every housewife in the principal
now
will
population centers
know exactly, in cents per package and per pound, the ceiling
prices on these items in her
food budget. This is only the
initial step, said OPA—broader
action later on will cover a
wide range of products including meat and many staple groceries.

Princeton, Kentucky,
December 30, 1942
STOCKHOLDERS MEETING
January 15, 1943,
7 O'clock P. M.
The regular Annual Meeting
of the Stockholders and Members
of the Princeton Federal Savings & Loan Association will be
held at the office of the association on the above date for
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Fort Des Moines, Ia. VP)—A
princess,
Indian
green-eyed
whose men-folk have fought in
three of Uncle Sam's wars, is
learning to serve the army in
this one.
Twenty-two-year-old Roberta
Clark, granddaughter of Quannah Parker, famed Comanche
Indian chief, is an auxiliary
(private) at the Women's Army
Auxiliary Corps training school
here.
The black-haired nurse, who
calls Oklahoma City home, made
a real sacrifice in joining the
service. She cut her coal-black
hair for the first time. Previously she wore it Indian style to
her shoulders. Now it's in an attractive bob.
the purpose of election three
Directors for a term of three
years and to transact such other business as may come before
the meeting for consideration.
Princeton Federal Savings ds
Loan Association
By C. M. Wood, Sec'y.

(A Technicolor Featurette)
LA‘TEST WORLD NEWS

a
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SHE WANTED TO
GET INTO THE
BEST SOCIETY
...in the worst
way!

if
11

The Story of That
Great Entertainer and Great Amertan
Aid d

m.

Pilose

OVER THERE *GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY

HARRIGAN * MARY IS A GRAND OLD NMIE
YANKEE DOODLE DANDY *YOU'RE A GRAND MD RAC
FORTY-FIVE MINUTES FROM BROADWAY

WAITER NUST011
RICRARO 'KOH
N...a,ISICISAill CURTI!
2

d1

GEORGE COHAN

AN
LESLIE

PERFORMANCES DAILY —2

P. M. . . . No Increase In Prices!
Feature Goes On Screen at 3:15 P. M. and 8:30

s at 11:45 A.M.
KILLERS Matinee Start
GO MAD Night Show Starts at 6 P.M.
I am now living in house formerly occupied by
John Lanham on the Dawson Road (Just outside city
to
limits). I have a few blanks left and will be able
at
supply keys with these. If you need keys, see me
once before supply is exhausted.

vu
on

ii

COMING! NEXT

EDGAR BERGEN
CHARLIE McCARTHY
FIBBER McGEE
and MOLLY,'"

THUR. &

FRI.

0.

You will get court
tobacco will g
We Sell both

as murder
strikes

ii

death

—Added!—

Melody Cartoon
and
Chapter Ten
'Green Hornet Strikes Again'
Merrie

UESERT
V

with ROY ROGERS

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

Farmersville Net
Team Runner-Up

Friday, January 15, 2:00 P. M.
Bethany, Mrs. Dewey Jenkins,
hostess.
Monday, January 18, 2:00 P.
M. Hopson, Mrs. F. N. Adams,

Caldwell Squad Beaten
By Eddyville In
Tourney Finals
Farmersville High's basketball
team went to the final round of
the Caldwell-Lyon county tournament, played in the Eddyville
gym last weekend, but then fell
before the Eddyville Tigers, 25
to 23, in a game that was closely contested all the way. Both
winners and runners-up were
presented trophies.
Farmersville won from Fredonia, 28 to 25, in the opening
round, and then defeated Friendship 27 to 20 in the semi-finals.
Eddyville defeated Kuttawa, 33
to 31 in the semis, drawing a bye
in the first round.
Cobb, fourth Caldwell county
team in the tourney, went out in
Joseph
StillSTILLWELL DECORATES CHENAULT—Lt. Gen.
the opening round when the
well (right) pins the distinguished service medal on Brig. Gen.
Kuttawa Lyons administered a
an
at
force,
task
air
China
the
of
commander
Clare L. Chenault,
38 to 27 defeat.
advanced air base in Yunnan Province. This picture of the cere- '
OWI
the
by
released
and
from
Chunking
radioed
ws
money
—AP Telemat
in Washington.

Miss Margaret Wylie, Prince(By Rachel Turley)
Mrs. Lee Price, Boston, is ton, spent last weekend with
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Dan Miss Edna Wilene Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. William Howard
Bugg and other relatives.
Mr. 011ie Hodge, California, is Eldridge and daughter, of Madivisiting Mr. .and Mrs. Charlie sonville, and Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Perkins were dinner guests SunWilson and other relatives.
Miss Cotha Hollowell spent day of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Eldlast weekend with her parents, ridge.
011ie Hodge, California, spent
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Hollowell.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Campbell Sunday night with Mr. and
have moved to the Loyd place, Mrs. H. M. Turley.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Landes,
formerly occupied by J. G. BakMr. and Mrs. Jimmie Landes,
er.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashby were and Mrs. Sam Howerton were
recent guests of her brother, recent dinner guests of Mr. and
D. L. Wright, and Mrs. Wright. Mrs. W. M. Young.
Paul Moore has been disand her sister, Mrs. Raymond
Phelps, and Mr. Phelps, Scotts- charged from the Marines due
ill health.
burg.
Mrs. Byrd Guess spent Friday
Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer, Jr.,
spent last weekend with Dr. and with her sister, Mrs. Lawrence
Holmes, Cobb.
Mrs. C .H. Brockmeyer, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Perkins,
Miss Mary Louise Turley spent
last weekend with her parents, Park City, spent Thursday and
Friday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Turley.
Mrs. A. L. Faught and child- Keith Perkins and Mrs. Dave
ren, Norman Lee, Frank and Perkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Traylor
James Edward, were visitors in
and Mrs. Julie Traylor were
Kuttawa Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
and Miss Frances Young were in Mrs. Aubra Leitchfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Perkins,
Evansville Thursday .
W. W. Green who has been Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins and
daughter, June, and John Perkill, is improving.
Miss Hazel Fuller returned ins attended the funeral of their
home Sunday afternoon. She grandfather, D. A. Sexton, at
had been a patient at the Prince- Iuka, Friday.
Miss Helen Grace Traylor left
ton hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. King and Sunday for Evansville.
hildren, Bonnie Jean, Buddy
nd James Edward, were dinner
More than 30,000,000 tons of
uests Sunday of her parents, raw materials and foodstuffs are
Ir.
•t
y
3',
•

(By Mrs. John Thompson)
The Sunday School was well
attended. Twenty-three were inrolled.
Mrs. Isaac Oliver spent last
week-end at home and returned
to his brother's, Joe Oliver, to
gather corn.
Mr. Clifton Ortt and Mr. John
Thompson spent Sunday morning with Mr. Virdie Jenkins.
Mrs. Lula Thompson spent last
weekend with her daughter and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Boyd.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Ortt spent
one day last week with Mr. and
Mrs. Stevie Lamb and Mrs. Shelby Lamb.
Mr. John Thompson, Mrs. Ellie
Pugh and Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Ortt were in town Saturday .
There is Sunday School every
Sunday and prayer meeting every
Sunday night. Come and bring
a friend.

Even Cars Are Unsafe
When Marines Do A Job
Romona, Calif. (1P) —Puzzled
motorists who found the ignition
keys missing from their parked
cars got a lesson in war when
they finally located the keys at
the sheriff's office.
Marines had staged a dummy
invasion and defense of this
town. One of their instructions
was to leave no motor transporation avaliable to the enemy.

hostess.
Tuesday, January 19, 2:00 P.
M. Otter Pond, Mrs. Hyland
Mitchell, hostess.
Wednesday, January 20, 2:00
P. M. Crider, Miss Nell Guess,
hostess.
Thursday, January 21, 2:00 P.
M. Friendship, Mrs. Deamon
Morris, hostess.

Accepts Position
Miss Anna Bet Pruett has accepted a position as file clerk in
the Division of Safety office,
Frankfort, under the supervision
of Sgt. Clyde Twisdale, who was
recently appointed Supervisor of
Safety for the State.

The Caldwell County Baptist
W. M. U. will meet
Associational
Camphor Repels Bugs
20 at 10:30 A.
Jan.
Wednesday,
Pueblo, Colo. (JP)—A Pueblo
woman plants camphor balls M. at the First Baptist Church
with her n&turitums each year in Princeton.
and never has any trouble with
Mrs. Jorin Blane, regional supWigs oç irvecV kig jeljgvw tjv erintendent from Hopkinsville
gfrieli bf trie eaff5tIof itgep! Vri
will be the guest speaker and
away.
Mrs. Percy Pruett, newly electThe 4-H Club project in ed Associational Superintendent
Christian county is getting off will preside. All women are
to a good start with 76 calves. cordially invited.
Seventy-three of them were recently bought in Midland, Texas,
Bartering Stage
at $13.98 a hundred weight. The
Reached On Coffee
total weight was 35,251 pounds
Washington (JP)—Coffee is beand the cost $5,037, including incoming so precious that it has
surance.
barter value in some parts of
country, according to the
the
American military plane moOffice of War Information. In
tors are sealed by government
Louisiana recently a pound of it
inspectors when crated for ship- was offered as first prize for
ment overseas.
the largest firstday catch in the

opening of the annual muskrat
trapping season. In Oklahoma
City formal invitations to a
society dinner asked guests to
bring a tablespoon of coffee
each

Only TheCoca-ColaCompany
makes Coca-Cola.
It's natural for popular names to acquire
friendly abbreviations. That's why you
hear Coca-Cola called Coke.Coca-Cola
and Coke mean the same thing .
the rcal thing ..."corning from a
single source, and well known to the
community".

In order that those in thy t.irvice of Uncle
Sam can continue to enjoy Coca-Cola,
every effort is made by bottler. to supply
them with Coca-Cola sufficient for their
needs

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF HOPKINSVILLE

A Little Repair and
Dry Cleaning Renew

Make it your wartime job

We have an adequate supply of
WHITE GASOLINE.

We Sell both Dark and Burley

Regular Gas (first)
174c
Ethyl Gas
Really Good Kerosene
84C
Pen Croyn Oil
15c
Two Gallon Can $1.10
In your container, gal. 50c
Winterize your car now with Anti-Freeze
$1.00 per gallon

to take pride in making as
many of last year's clothes
"do" as you can. We employ experts to repair --and remodel

NASH, 4-door Sedan,
1939 model. Tires in Good
condition . . . Bargain for
cash.
Wm. G. Pickering.

A drink has to be good to be
the best-liked soft drink on
earth. Coca-Cola started out
being good and keeps on being gixxl.Choicest ingredients
and the finished art of 57 years
of"know-how"set Coca-Cola
apart in quality.

you don't really need! —

You'll find these special bargains in the
same quality gasoline you'll find elsewhere.
Drive in today and give our products a'test.

FOR SALE!

service.
they also release a trained man for
war duty. In its own way, you've
found that ice-cold Coca-Cola does
a double service, too. It quenches
thirst, yes. But it does more. It
brings an after-sense of complete refreshment.

American industry is spending millions to advertise
dreams.
Some of the best artists, the most skillful writers,
are devoting their talents to sumptuous displays in
high-priced advertising mediums, selling things that
their sponsors haven't got. They are selling dreams of
the future. The things, the ideas they hope and expect
to have after victory.
Such as—
Streamlined aluminum planes . . .
• $400 automobiles, with rear motors and
plastic bodies ...
New vitamin products growing out of highvacuum research . . .
Short wave phone service from your home to
airlines .
Airplane travel at lower fares . . .
Freight planes carrying box carloads . . .
New and deadlier insect sprays . . .
A television industry that may play the industrial role of the auto after the last war . . .
Burstproof water pipes . . .
Stainproof rugs . . .
Suits and dresses that shed water like a
duck . . .
Super-streamlined ships
W. M. U. Meets Wednesday

The local cattle market was
steady with last week as 764
head were sold at auction Monday, it was reported by Princeton Livestock Company. Long
fed steers sold at $13-$14; short
fed steers sold at $12-$13; good
quality fat steers at $12.50-$13.50;
Medium quality butcher cattle,
$11-$12; baby beeves, $11-$13;
fat cows at $9-$11, No. 1 veals,
$15.10 and No. 2 veals, $13.90.
Hogs went from $12.70 to $14.30.

...You can
spot it every time
W.A.V.E.S. do a
THOSE in theInNavy's
serving on their own,
double

SOVIET ARMIES THREATEN ROSTOV—While the Russians
broadened the Caucasus front (1), three other Soviet armies continued their drive toward Rostov. Fanning out on an 80-mile
front, one army (2) was within 60 miles of Rostov, while another
force (3) took Valkova. From the north a fourth army, (4)
—AP Telemat
threatened the Nazi-held city.

travagant, getting things

You will get courteous treatment and your
tobacco will get careful attention.

Cattle Market Steady

Homemakers

and our

.dry cleaning is guaranteed for good results!

To Buy A Farm!

SUPER SKY TRANSPORT FLIES FOR FIRST TIME—The Constellation, Lockheed's new giant
super-transport, soars away on its maiden flight at Burbank, Calif. Lockheed officials said the
triple-tailed, shark-bodied craft was capable of flying a light tank and its complement of troops
—AP Telemat
across an ocean.

NAZIS SAY THESE ARE ALLIED PRISONERS—According to the German caption accompanying this photo, these are American and British soldiers captured by the Germans during fighting
—AP Telemat
in Tunisia. This picture arrived in the United States by way of Lisbon.

Storage Can Harm Your Car, Say Experts;
But If You Must Lay It Up, Here's How
(Associated Press Features)
If you're discouraged by gas
rationing and balding tires that
threaten to blow and are thinking of putting your car in storage for the duration—
Think twice. Storage may do
more harm than good.
That's the advice given by the
car service department of the
American Automobile Association. 1'. E. Allen, department
manager, insists furthermore that
"placing your car in storage is
not in itself a patriotic contribution to the war effort," and that
"maintenance of your car in
proper and efficient running condition, available at all times to
perform essential work of which
it is capable, is far more advisable."
The New York Motorist, publication of the Automobile Club
of New York, warns that disuse
is the greatest enemy of your
car. Club officials suggest that
you sell it rather than store it.
But if you can't use, can't
sell, and must store your car,

here are some AAA suggestions
that will at least minimize deterioration:
Put the car in the best possible mechanical condition. Wash
it thoroughly, wax all
chrome and nickel, and spray
with
chassis and under-body
clean oil.
Thoroughly lubricate the car.
Clean upholstery, floor mats and
trunk lining. 'Treat them with
moth preventive.
Then store the car in a clean,
dry building, preferably with a
temperature of from 40 to 60
degrees. Buildings occupied by
animals should not be used, and
the cold and dampness resulting
from unheated buildings may
cause wooden parts to warp. On
the other hand, if the building
is stead-heated, it's a good idea
to place a pan of water in the
car to prevent the wood from
drying out.
Unless gasoline is drained from
the fuel system, it will form
gum, varnish and wax deposits.
Likewise drain the cooling sys-

tem, removing hose connections.
All rubber trim, hose, wiring,
weather stripping and mats
should be cleaned, dried and
protected from light and circulating air.
No matter what precautions
you take, your chances of preserving your battery for more
than a year are slim. However,
you can prolong its life to some
extent by removing it and having it recharged and serviced at
least every two months.
The car should be blocked
ti

increase
So far, however, the
By Alexander R. George
farmamateur
of
number
the
in
Associated Press Features
imperil
to
scale
a
is not on
Washington. — A farm-buying ers
seriously the national goals of
are
who
folk
aurush by city
food production. Agriculture
making money out of war in- thorities here point out that in
dustries threatens the success the country as a whole there was
activity
of the 1943 "Food for Victory" a decrease in fillip sales
campaign in some sections of in the July 1 to November 1
period. Volume of land transthe country.
Uncle Sam is calling for maxi- fers was running about 10 to
mum production of food to help 15 percent below the 1941 levels.
Furthermore, on a nationwide
win the war. A city man buying
a farm frequently doesn't pro- basis, farmers have been buying
duce from it as much food as much more land than they have
did the farmer who sold it. been selling. In the northern
Many absentee owners acquire plains region farmers have been
farms for long-term investment, buying about 10 times as much
or with the intention of living land as they have been selling,
on a plot of land where they and even in the North Central
can grow part of their own food region the ratio of buying to
needs. Production for the market selling by farmers has been more
often becomes a sideline.
than 2 to 1. A good deal of this
Agricultural agents in counties has been buying from Farm Sewhere land purchases are heav- curity Administration holding
ier than usual are worried about companies.
the number of Chicagoans, DeOn the bright side of the food
troiters, Clevelanders and dwell- production picture also is the
ers of other industrial centers new cooperation between Selecwho are buying farms. Many of tive Service boards and county
these are "security seekers," per- war boards which fix crop
sons who say they "want to have quotas. An "essential farmer"
something left after the post-war now is as much entitled to dedepression."
ferment from military service as
The agents say these purchases an "essential war worker." A
mean that some of the most ex- war worker who has obtained a
perienced farmers are retiring draft deferment can be transfrom farming. They fear that ferred to farm work and not
the production on these farms increase his liability to draft inmay be sharply reduced. Even to the army.
have
incomes
in cases where the new owners
Rising farm
would like to keep up production, been stimulating food productthere is the problem of finding ion. Farm prices also have been
managers to run the farms, not increasing "moderately." Averto mention the shortage of farm age values of land per acre rose
labor.
from an index figure of 91 last
The farm-buying movement by March to 95 on November 1.
city people is most pronounced This compares with 84 in 1940
in the north central states. Re- and a low of 73 in 1933. Although
ports to the Department of Agri- the value last November was 27
culture show that in Illinois, percent higher than at the low
during the period from July 1 point of 1933, it was 7 percent
to November 1 last, only 51 per- below the 1912-1914 index base
cent of the buyers were farm- and 45 percent under the 1920
ers. In the North Central region peak.
the proportion of farmers buying
with intention to operate was 59 Soldiers In Puerto Rico
percent.
Become Congo Experts
up, so as to take pressure off
tires. Deflate tires, and remove
them—with tubes inside—to a
cool, dark place where the temperature is between 40 and %0
degrees. Wrapping tires with
heavy paper protects them from
light, air and dust—all of which
harm rubber.
Keep out wasps and other insects which often build nests in
engines, by placing rags over
all openings to the motor.
Finally, check your insurance
policy. While it is desirable to
keep fire and theft insurance in
effect, many companies will allow you to discontinue collision
and accident payments when the
car is laid up.
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San Juan, P. R. (JP)—When
Uncle Sam's soldiers and sailors on guard in Puerto Rico
come back, they'll be ballroom
Inter-American
exponents
of
friendship, able to pass along the
intricacies of rumba, conga, the
guaracha and the danza.
And the dark-eyed puertorriquenas back in San Juan will be
beating it out eight to a bar and
a
hep to scrub-downs with
boogie beat. In return for weekly lessons in Latin-American
steps to the troops and sailors at
San Juan's U. S. 0. center, pretty Puerto Ricans are getting lessons in jitterbugging.

A

Full House

A little dog has
The final corner
A, lively pup that
16t shows no ten
*canine lass, de
Alt rough enough
OS ten—and prou
bow
girl of five tie
A pup that nibble
(But not
enough
icerhveyaesr,
heh:ove
n
lf
ya cherry
For
casual
We've found that
fills up
last crann
—Virg"

Miss Nall Hoste
To BP&W Grou
WINS HIGH DECORATION—Pvt, Charles H. Huber (right,.
USMC radioman-gunner, of Bloomington, Ill., was awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross, an honor seldom granted men of his
rank, by Col. M. E. Shearer (left), at ceremonies held at Mare
Island Navy Yard, San Francisco. The award was for Hubber's
—AP Telemat
part in the. Battle of Midway.

Navy Enlistment
Has Been Resumed

where applicants will be given
instructions for completion of
(nlistment.

Dive-bombing experiments were
Orders have been received at conducted by Marine.Corps flier1
as early as 1920.
the Navy Recruiting Station,
Hopkinsville,
postoffice building,
that Navy recruiting will be resumed. All men, 17 to 50, interested in service with the U. S.
Navy or U. S. Naval Reserve
may apply at once at the Navy
Recruiting Station, Hopkinsville,
for complete instructions.
All men of military age now
have an opportunity to volunteer
for naval service and may be
enlisted, provided they can pass
prescribed examinations, including an intelligence test.
It was stressed proper procedure is to apply directly to
the Navy Recruiting Station,

Miss Mary Jenkins
Notary Public
At Princeton Hotel
(Assistant to Jack Wilferd in
recent years)

The Business and
Women's Group (
Woman's Council
Christian Church
home of Miss Eliza
ening, Jan. 12, fo
monthly meetin
A program depict•
d customs of t
people was given,
Henry C. Lester.
Present were M
louise Jacob, Edna
hecca Arnett, Wal
Henry Lester, Robe
Elizabeth Rogers, Et
Roberta Laverty;
Ethel French, Neva
Stallins, Juanita Ba
hostess. Visitors we
B. Tanner, Misses Ma
Joyce Garvis and Fr
White.
Refreshments were
the hostess in the Me
ner.

Woman's Counci
All groups of the
Council of the First
Church will meet Mo
mg, Jan. 18, at 6:30
creation parlor of c
their regular meeting
luck dinner."

Mrs. Keeney To B
Woman's Club Ho
Mrs. Henry Keeney
hostess at a meetin
Woman's Club at h
Friday afternoon, Jan
at 2:30 o'clock, on Mar
The meeting will be
by the Better Homes a
ens Department of w
Keeney is chairman.
The Club is endea
have one meeting a m
though the different dep
are relinquishing their
meetings to work in
Red Cross sewing and
room. Mrs. C. H. Ja
chairman of the club
members of the various
ments are invited to at
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The Better The Sweater—The Longer It Wears!
Swing your car directly into the
traffic when turning a corner.

Ladies Aid Organiz

Back into a crowded street. Always give the passing
motorist a chance by looking both ways and sounding
your horn.

Endanger the lives of
the wrong side.

A Ladies Aid was
rec
ganized at the Cumberla
byterian Church, Fredo
ficers are Mrs. Aubra
field, president and Mrs.
Lowery, vice-president. T
meeting will be next
night at the home of
Mrs
Ack ridge.

Pass on a curve. Blind passing at
ous, and it's doubly so on a hill.

Park on a main thoroughfare or
the side of the road.
/ A RE there days when It seems
that the radio, the ringing of
the door or telephone bell, the
dotter of dishes., or even the laughter and voices
ef children nearly drive you frantic—days when
you are restless, and cranky?
Do you lie awake nights?
When these hectic clays and wakeful nights interfere with your work and take the pleasure out
of life for you, try

Cross over on the highway. Stay on your own sid,
the road, and don't try to "cut corners."

Come in today
to offer in Dre
selling these at
room for our
arriving every

DELAY ANOTHER DAY ABOUT YOUR AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE. BE SURE YOU ARE FULLY
COVERED. SEE US TODAY.

DR. MILES NERVINE
Dr Miles Nervine is a combination of effective
nerve sedatives, originated by a famous nerve
specialist.
Dr. Miles Nervine has brought relief to millions
of nervous sufferers. You may find it exactly what
you need.
Will you try Dr. Miles Nervine?
Your druggist has it.
Large bottle SLOG
•
Small bottle
25*

Service Insurance Agency
INSURANCE
.111M11111111“1.11111111011/10,1101111111111111.110.1011,411000111......
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CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
John N. Fox, Pastor
Leonard Groom, S. S. Supt.
9:45 A.M. The Church School.
10:45 A.M. Morning Message:
"What is the Essence of the
Christian Life?"
3:00 P.M. The Pioneers meet.
6:30 P.M. The Tuxis meet.
7:30 P.M. The Evening Hour
of Worship: "From Pasture to
Palace."
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M. A service of Prayer and Study.
Wednesday, the
8:00 P.M.
Choir rehearses.

Less Delay Now In
Getting Beautified
Members of Princeton's fair
sex who have been at some inconvenience latterly because of

Wilferd in
ars)

Wi

)er
th
)er
ne
,ni

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
•7

WAAC Ranks Open
To Local Women

Corps To Be Expanda shortage of beauty parlor oped; Girls 21 to 44
erators got a boon this week
Eligible Now
when the Denham shop, after
Staff Sergeant Charles A. Gulthree months, succeeded in em- lett, DEML, (RS), Room
ploying Mrs. Jane Miller, form- Postoffice Bldg., Paducah, anerly of Princetnn but recently nounced today that because of
Auicira resident of Nebraska. Waves expanding pf the Women's
cry),
additional appliesCorps,
liary
be obtained
and facials can
young
Princeton
Who has a cherry "how'd-ya-do"
tions from
now . . at least until
quicker
passer-by.
casual
to fill ranks
sought
are
For every
women
one of the other shops now supWe've found that nothing quite
those doing their part far
operators, suffers of
plied with
fills up
in the uniform of Ote
victory
and
from the war labor shortage
WAAC.
A home's last cranny—like a pup!
loses an expert or two.
—Virginia M. Evans
Women between the ages of 21
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
with
44 years, inclusive, who aft
coming
and
others
see
to
py
Minister
Chas. P. Brooks,
you
If
of the United States, are
citizens
members.
faithful
our
Miss Nall Hostess
Bible School, 9:4D.
come with us we feel that you eligible for enrollment in trhe
10:55.
Worship,
To BP&W Group
said, and can obtain
The Communion Service each can help us and we can be a WAAC, he
The Business and Professional
blessing to you. Help us make full information from him at At
the
by
Sermon
The
Day.
Lord's
Women's Group (No. 1) of the
the worship services meet the office.
Minister.
Woman's Council of the First
"The WAAC trains its memgreat needs of burdened people.
7:00.
Worship,
Evening
The
Christian Church met at the
bers to do tasks assigned there,
,
Wednesday
Service
Prayer
home of Miss Eliza Nall Tuesday
and to do them well There al'e
METHODIST CHURCH
7:30 o'clock.
evening, Jan. 12, for their reguall sorts of things to be accompBilly McElroy spent Tuesday
E. S. Denton, Pastor
lar monthly meeting.
lished by women in uniform. AsSchool
Sunday
A.M.
9:45
in St. Louis on a buying trip.
CHRIST
CHURCH OF
A program depicting the lives
countants, bakers, clerks, cashStephens
service
Lee
Dedicatory
Herman
A.M.
11:00
Judge
Chas. Lancaster, Minister
and customs of the Mexican spent Monday and Tuesday with
for the Christian, American and i e r s, chauffeurs, messengers,
a.m.
10
Study
Bible
people was given, led by Mrs. relatives in Paducah.
—AP Telemat
draftsmen, librarians, musicianh,
Wednesday Service Flags.
meeting
Prayer
Henry C. Lester.
radio operators, drivers, weathes
Jim Keeney, son of Mr. and CAROLE LANDIS WEDS—Film star Carole Landis and Capt. 7:30 p.m.
7:00 P.M. Evening Service.
Present were Mesdames El- Mrs. Henry Keeney, E. Market
C. Wallace, of Pasadena, Calif., U. S. Army flier, kneel
PM. Youth Fellowship observers and many others are
6:15
Thomas
louise Jacob, Edna Jarvis, Re- street is on vacation at W. Palm during their wedding at the Church of the Assumption in Lonneeded to help the Army do its
service.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
becca Arnett, Walter Simon, Beach, Florida this week..
job—to win the war."
the
of
friends
and
parents
All
don. Behind Wallace is Major Richard Ellis, best man. (AssociatMinister.
Cothran,
G.
J.
Henry Lester, Roberta Laverty,
Patty Pickering returned Sun- ed Press Photo by radio from London.)
boys in the military service are
Sunday School at D:45.
Elizabeth Rogers, Ethel French, day to Sullin's College, Bristol,
invited to be present and have a
11:00.
at
Worship
Morning
Roberta Laverty; and Misses Va., after spending the Christ- Nebraska in the Army.
Sermon theme, "A Changeless part in the dedicatory service.
Ethel French, Neva Hogan, Atha mas holidays with her parents,
Mrs. A. A. Carneal, Dawson
Christ in a Changing World."
Stallins, Juanita Baker and the Mr. and Mrs. William Pickering, Springs, spent Tuesday
with
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
Mrs. Eugene Hammond, Grand
B. T. U. at 6:15.
I.
Mrs.
were
Visitors
hostess.
Locust street.
here.
F. M. Masters, Pastor
7:30.
relatives
at
hospital
and
Worship
the
Evening
friends
reentered
Rivers,
B. Tanner, Misses Madge Boetler,
Mr. and Mrs. Rolland Mat/Mrs. Frederick Nichols left
The pastor will preach at 11
SinVilest
"The
theme,
Sermon
last
Miss Elsie Dunn spent
Tuesday for treatment.
Joyce Garvis and Frances Gray today for Fresno, Calif., where
310 Baldwin Ave. on the
shall,
evenThe
M.
P.
7:00
and
M.
A.
•
•
•
ner Can be Saved."
in Smithland with her
weekend
White.
a son, Louard, Jan. 9.
of
birth
Cpl.
Will
husband,
"What
her
be
she will visit
Prayer service 7:30 Wednes- ing subject will
Mrs. T. M. Story, Mexico, is
Refreshments were served by
parents.
and Mrs. Jack Easley,
Mr.
Lord
the
When
Place
Take
Nichols, who is stationed there.
day night.
the hostess in the Mexican manThis Marion, on the birth of a sob,
Mrs. Clyde Twisdale and Miss very ill.
Mrs. Elloutse May, Evansville,
It is good to see the increase Jesus Christ Comes to
• • •
ner.
PrinceInd., is the guest of her parents, Anna Bet Pruett returned Frivi.ork over Earth the Second Time." Sunday Thursday, Jan. 7, at the
our
of
phase
every
in
Miss Hazel Fuller, Fredonia,
Hospital.
ton
9:45.
at
meet
will
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Claycombe day from Frankfort, after a
School
past weeks. We are always hapwas dismissed Sunday after
Woman's Council
and sister, Mrs. R. B. Ratliff.
Sgt. Clyde Twisdale,
with
visit
Mrs. Robert Omer, Blackford,
All groups of the Woman's
treatment. Her mother, Mrs. T.
who is now stationed in FrankCouncil of the First Christian spent Monday with her sister,
1
N. Fuller, remains in the hosSafety.
of
fort with the Division
Church will meet Monday even- Miss Madge Boetler, at the
Robertson is in pital for treatment.
Minnie
Mrs.
ing, Jan. 18, at 6:30 in the re- Princeton Hospital.
• • •
Mobile, Ala., where she is at the
creation parlor of church for - Miss Virginia Harrison, ForyEarl
W. T. Dorroh, Cedar Bluff, is
bedside of her sister, Mrs.
their regular meeting and "pot- dyce, Ark., arrived Sunday mornwho is ill.
Palmer,
unimproved.
uck dinner."
ing for a visit with her sister,
• • •
Miss Juanita Baker has reMrs-. Thomas J. Simmons and
turned from Sturgis where she
Pogue Grimes, Marion,
Mrs.
Mr. Simmons.
rs. Keeney To Be
has been at the bedside of her will be dismissed Saturday folMr. and Mrs. Harry Joiner, Jr.,
who has been quite ill.
sister,
oman's Club Hostess
spent Sunday in Elizabethtown
lowing treatment.
Cecil Moore left Sunday
Mrs.
.1
Mrs. Henry Keeney will be where they were guests of Mr.
buying
a
on
ostess at a meeting of the Joiner's sister, Mrs. Sam Steger, for New York City
Va. last Friday, due to the
her
trip. She will also visit
oman's Club at her home, and Lieut. Steger.
ofher mother-in-law, Mrs.
illness
daughter, Mrs. James McKenzie
riday afternoon. January 22,
Gov. John E. Osborne, Rawof Eddyville.
Jones,
C.
C.
will
C., and
t 2:30 o'clock, on Market street. lins, Wyoming, is a guest of in Washington, D.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Buchanan
of
part
latter
the
home
return
he meeting will be sponsored Mrs. R. D. Garrett and Miss
and Lucille spent last Thursday
this week.
y the Better Homes and Gard- Katharine Garrett.
in Evansville.
unwas
Jones
F.
Salem
Mrs.
Mrs.
ns Department of which
Neil Allison Bannister, ChicaMrs. Lewis Boren was a visitor
husband,
her
with
leave
able to
eney is chairman.
go, spent last week-end with his
Hopkinsville Monday.
in
urg,
The Club is endeavoring to wife and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lieut. Jones for Williamsb
ve one meeting a month, al- Herman Bannister.
ough the different departments
Virginia McCaslin, Marrelinquishing their regular garet Terry Davis and Mrs.
eetings to work in the local J. H. Watson were in Evansd Cross sewing and bandage ville Monday where they met
m. Mrs. C. H. Jaggers is Miss McCaslin's sister, Mrs. Earl
airman of the club and all Smith and little daughter, Franmbers of the various depart- ces Ann, of St. Louis, who rets are invited to attend.
turned with them for a visit
with Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Mc\Caslin and family.
dies Aid Organized
Mrs. James
Marquess and
Ladies Aid was recenly orized at the Cumberland Pres- children, Virginia and James,
erian Church, Fredonia. Of- have returned from Detroit after
Mrs. Miller is a former operator Of Dearing's
rs are Mrs. Aubra Litch- spending the holidays with Mr.
ld, president and Mrs. Mitchell Marquess and their daughter,
wery, vice-president. The first Mrs. James Nelums.
Beauty Shoppe and well known in this community.
Mrs. Raymond Miller has reeting will be next Monday
ht at the home of Mrs. Ruble airned from a visit with her
husband who is stationed in
ridge.
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At The Churches

The Matron's Club of the 0.
E. S. met Monday evening, Jan.
11, at 7:30 o'clock at the home
of Miss Eliza Nall, Hopkinsville
street.
During the business session
the group decided to roll bandages at the local Red cross Bandage room the first and third
Thursday nights of each month.
Present were Mesdames Charles Curry, W. B. Davis, Otie
Wood, Hugh Goodwin, J. D.
Stephens and Byron Williams;
Misses Juanita Baker, Maggie
Dunbar, Pamelia Gordon and
Eliza Nall.
A delicious plate lunch was
served by the hostess at the
close of the meeting.
The next meeting will be at
the home of Mrs. W. B. Davis,
Madisonville street, February 8.

little dog has rounded out
he final corner of our home;
lively pup that darts about,
et shows no tendency to roam;
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'et rough enough to please a boy
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STUBBY SCHOOL SHOES

Denham Beauty Shop

"RED GOOSE"
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Come in today and see the bargains we have
to offer in Dresses, Coats and Suits. We are
selling these at a reduction so as to make
room for our Spring Merchandise that is
arriving

we have to offer.
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Sula ocST Eliza Nall

to come in and have your hair restyled under the super-

'
tele

4,44'sr.

A V'''. ..sk

every few days.

Don't fail to take advantage of the bargains

IV°

•

„cce.

and let her do an amazingly fine job on your hair at
the lowest

possible

price.
111

(0'6

$250 to 950 DENHAM'S BEAUTY SHOP
PHONE 7 FOR APPOINTMENTS
PRINCETON SHOE CO.
1
FINE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY
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Ky. Farm News

Time Near To
Reseed lawns
February is the best time to
sow bluegrass on lawns, if they
were not seeded in September,
says Prof. N. R. Elliott of the
Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics. Select
a time when the ground is covered with a light snow or is
honeycombed by freezing he advises. Use only good recleaned
iced for sowing at this time as
seed in the chaff may be killed
by freezing before it is covered
with soil. If the sod is reasonably good, sow one to two
pounds of seed on 1,000 square
feet of surface. Bare spots or
poor sod should have two or
three times that much.
Late February or early March
is the time to broadcast a good
high grade complete fertilizer
over the entire lawn. Use 10 to
15 pounds to scatter over. each
1,000 square feet of surface. One
will never have as good a lawn
as they should have without sowing seed and feeding the grass.
It will be better to wait until
after the middle of March to
sow the white dutch clover seed
on the lawn, since this seed
germinates in a few days and
the young plants are easily killed by freezing. The white clover
seed is much heavier than bluegrass and therefore must be
sown separately; also a very
driall amount of this seed will
be needed, three or four ounces
per 1,000 square feet of surface. In order to get an even
distribution of this small amount
ft can be mixed with a pint of
dry soil or sand.
The entire solar system is moving forward as a unit through
apace in the general direction
of the Star Vega at a rate of 12
miles a second.
Everybody reads the Leader.
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Harold Graham, 18 year old
Taylor
4-H Club member in
more
county, received 10 cents
tobacco
-his
for
per hundred
it
than did his father because
learned
Harold
graded.
was
o at
to grade and stdip--tobacc
district
1941
the Greensburg
show.
Stanley Jones, a Utopia Club
member in Carlisle county, has
hyfive acres of U. S. No. 13
brid seed corn which, it is estimated, will bring $200 an acre.
The field is on good level land
that has been used in tobacco
rotation. Five hundred pounds of
10
20 percent phosphate and
loads of manure were applied.
The Whitesburg 4-H Club in
Letcher county was started by
popular request of the young
people after they had seen the
movie, "Young America." Thirtyfive members are being assisted
by four leaders, the girls taking
sewing and the boys woodworksow on
ven pigs in one litter is the record of this
BOOMING FOOD PRODUCTION—Twenty-se
agriculan
litter,
the
of
size
the
of
told
When
Ia.
the Floyd Metzger farm near Davenport,
a miracle."
at Des Moines exclaimed: "Wow! that's
tural adjustment administration official
signs of reaching the
"show
shown)
(19
20
other
the
but
died,
Metzger said seven of the pigs
—AP Telemat
pork shop stage."

he Point Rationing System

ing.
The Oldtown club in Greenup
county were presented a banner
for its club room by the county
4-H Club council for excellency
of work Besides other accomplishments, the club earned $63
which was used to redecorate
and fix up a school room for
a club and recreation room.
In . Lee' county, 243 4-H Club
boys and girls completed garden projects in 1942; girls in the
canning project canned 3,711
quarts of fruits and vegetables.
Ninety-nine members completed
the poultry project to raise 4,868
birds. Ninety-three hogs were

the purpose of division among
E
white oaks, thence N 80.
heirs. The purchaser will be ivin
173 poles to a white oak
quired to give bond with good
S.
personal security for the pays
the line of No-4, thence
rnent of the purchase money,
with said line 50 poles to a
payable to the Master Commissflat rock in said line and
ioner, bearing 6 percent interest
Nortle East corner to No-3
from date until paid, having the
with the line of said lot W
thence
hickory,
effect of a Judgment or Rea
to
52 poles
plevin bond, on which execuSouth with said line 20 poles
tion may issue at maturity, with
to a dogwood outside of the
a lien reserved for the payment
fence, with said lot S 76. W
thereof. Said sale will be made
32 poles to a branch with
on a credit of 6 months.
Sycamore, Maple and Elm
Amy Frances Littlepage,
as pointers, thence up the
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
creek with its meanders and
Attorney, C. Baker.
with lot no - 3 S 25. E 84
Princeton, Ky., Nov. 26, 1942
poles to a Willow corner to
with said
Dower, thence
dower line W 42 poles to a
stake in the old field, thence
with said dower line E. to
with
a black oak, thence
another line of the dower
W. 62 poles to a stake in
Creomulsion relieves promptly be.
Nichol's line, thence with
cause it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
said line N 9. E 165 poles to
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
the beginning, containing 68
to soothe and h.eal raw, tender,
flamed bronchial mucous mein.
acres more or less, excepting
branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
8 acres on South side Cona bottle of Creornuision with the unand
veyed to M. C. Darnell
derstanding you must like the way It
quickly allays the cough or you are
now owned by F. P. Pool,
have your money back.
to
leaving 60 acres more or
less.
Said 'sale is being made for for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis

Convenience

That Hang On

CREOMULSION

4.toaa Plait lois Min Ad Wawa

LlIal/CC

Commissioner's Sale

COR POP AT ION of KY iNcoaPowAito

Bonds

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
Fire and Auto
Insurance

Sell Your Tobacco

THE

WHERE YOUR NEIGHBORS SELL

KENTUCKY!
HOTEL

With

I
1
I
I

Louisville's newest and most centrally locat-

Moss, Heltsley and

I

ed home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's . -.
I
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your 1
I
idea of moderate charges for service I
i
rendered.
I
I
i
Reservation

Write—
W. L. STODGILL,

Frankel
(Burley and Dark Tobacco)
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

1 Registered Bull, 3 years old
5 Pure Bred Bulls, 6 to 8 months old
1 Pair Work Mules, iron gray
1 Pair Matched Bay Mules
4 Other Work Mules
1 Yearling Mule
1 Horse Colt
3 Brood Mares
11 Brood Sows
1 Duroc . Boar
32 Stock Hogs, 75 to 150 lbs.
Tools
1 3-Gang Mole Board Tractor Plow
1 "30" Farman Tractor
1 14-in. 7 it. Tandem Disc
1 New Side Delivery Rake
' 1 New Silage Cutter
1 Corn Binder
30 Tons Hay
140 Ft. of Hay Rope
1 Barn of Burley Tobacco, about
3.500 pounds, and all kinds canned
fruit. All other household and
kitchen furniture. Several piece of
antique furniture

TERMS MADE KNOWN DATE OF SA1,1

You will receive courteous treatment and the highest
market price for your tobacco.

Assistant Manager.
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Byrd M. Guess

V. E. Coleman

Auctioneer

Administrator

LUNCH ON THE GROITND

••••

- .

2 Corn Planters
1 Steel Roller
1 Horse Drawn Disc
1 Hay Tedder
1 Deering Wheat Binder
3 Wheat Drills
3 Cultivators
2 Section Harrows
5 Breaking Plows
2 Mowing Machines
1 Rake
6 Double Shovels, Ra.stus Plows
3 Extra Good Wagons
1 Lot of Gear of all kinds
1 Saddle
1 New Corn Sheller
1 New Wheat Fan
2 Hay Forks
1 Metal Hog Feeder
3 Stands Lard
1 Roll Top Desk
Also 5 and 6-7 Shares or 1 ,
Valley Bank Stock
Silo Full of Fine Silage
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ministrator's Notice
All persons knowing them
selves indebted to the estate o
George W. Hill, deceased, wi
please come forward and settl
same at once; and all per
having claims against th
te will present them, proper
proven, to the undersigne
in 30 days at the Fredoni
ley Bank.
Virgil E. Coleman,
Administrator

r

Administrator's Notice

PUBLIC SALE!

careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay are yours, always, at

For

VVhere possible, haul man
directly from the barn
and spread on the field.
When necessary to pile m
ure out, make straight si
compact with flat tops, or
manure pit.
Spread on growing crop
just previous to plowing
isking. Wind, rain, freezes,
unshine hasten the
loss
•trogen from manure when 1
n the surface.
Use manure on the most v
able crops.
Use of phosphate in conne
Ion with manure gives additio
ell results from both manu
and phosphate where phospha
is needed.
Light applications of manu
apread evenly, return great
profits. (Four to 8 tons per ac
la a good application.)
Don't permit manure to was
In the barnyard. Gather up o
ten and protect until spread.
The value of manure drop
on pastures by animals is grea
ky increased when broken up an
scattered with a harrow or so
m of drag.

$10, $25, $50 ON YOUR SIGNATURE

Complete Service
And, of course,

tucky College of Agriculture
Home Economics. Tobacco
are worth still more. Here
some suggestions offered by
college:
Keep tobacco stalks u
cover until spread on gro
crop, during the winter or
spring, such as small g
pasture or meadow. Even
rains cause rapid leaching.
Spread thinly. Stalks in
or spread thickly are waste
To have more manure
plenty of bedding. Bedding
sorbs liquid manure, whic
high in nitrogen and po
Straw, chaff, weeds, corn St
and other refuse make good
ding and more manure.
Keep livestock under she
during wet, cold weather.
feed is required for them
more manure is collected
less plant food is lost by lea

from common colds

every
nearly
send people scampering to buy boning comes,
By Herman Allen
food in your
prepared
of
item
and
.
peas,
to
Features
similar
other things
Associated Press
Also Loans Up To $300 on Furniture, Auto or Equipment.
grocery store will have its point
The "Point Rationing" System before you know it you have a
dried
won't seem so complicated if shortage in them too. So you value — canned soup,
a
as
can't
coupons
you
If
peas.
your
frozen
on
look
prunes,
you
have to ration the whole list of
NEW OFFICE HOURS
want,
you
sort of money.
what
exactly
find
canned, dried and frozen vegeable
Beginning probably, in Febru5:30 P. M. — To 1:00 P. M. Thurs.
to
be
M.
will
A.
9:00
you
hopes that
the supply on an OPA
ary, you will have to "spend" tables to keep
to find something very like it.
Maurice French
Phone
raised.
1061/2 Market St.
these coupons for most varieties even keel.
But remember—your coupons
Manager
Here's the way it will work.
470
Ky.
Princeton,
simply
of canned, dried and frozen
not money. They are
shortage has de- are
Eighty thousand miles of confruits and vegetables just as you Let's say a
to buy a
right
your
of
proof
beans. It won't
are patrolled by the
spend nickels and dimes. Of veloped in navy
number of points' worth voy routes
ration them, be- certain
to
good
any
do
to
Navy.
have
British
still
will
you
course
will still have to
jump in of goods. You
fork over those nickels and cause folks will simply
take a handful of change to the
kidney
the
all
up
and buy
dimes, too.
black-eyed store with you.
Your "Ration Book No. 2" will beans, lima beans,
beans)
really
are
(which
peas
contain red and blue coupons
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
get 4-H Pig Profit
numbered 1, 2, 5 and 8 and let- and pinto beans they can
CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT:
you ration
STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
tered from A to Z. The number their hands on. So
For War
Laura Hogan, et, al.,
beans.
dried
of
kinds
stands for point values and the ALL
of
president
MERIT SYSTEM
vs.
Plaintiff
Frank Williams,
But there are plenty of lima
letters for time periods. The
4-H Club in Casey Mary Thomas, widow de (AdGrove
Maple
them
OPEN-COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION
blue coupons are to be used for beans—skads and skads of
county, made a profit of $155 in ministrator of R. A. Thomas
kidney
many
as
IN CALDWELL COUNTY
the processed foods and the red —and just about
seven months in hog production. Deceased) et, al., Defendant
beans. Black-eyed peas and pinPrinceton, Kentucky
ones later for meat.
Equity
bought a pureFrank
In
April,
In
plentiIt may be that for the first to beans are not quite so
for $35. In Aua judgment of
of
gilt
for junior-clerk-typist will be held at
Duroc
virtue
bred
examination
By
An
to do
month of rationing you will be ful. Obviously the thing
10 pigs and the Caldwell Circuit Court renFebruary 3, 1943, by Louise C. Morel,
farrowed
she
Wednesday,
gust
PM,
1:30
kidpermitted to use all coupons let- is to push lima beans and
Supervisor, at The County Health Office for
raised eight. Frank sold the dered the above entitled cause
System
Merit
still
will
there
that
so
tered A, B and C. If so, you ney beans
for $20 apiece, at the October Term, 1942, the
the position of junior clerk-typist in the Caldwell County
every- pigs in October
will have 48 points to "spend" be enough navy beans for
sow for $50, making a undersigned will on 3rd Monday,
the
and
Health Department.
a few.
on processed food. If only the body to get at least
income of $210. With some the 18th Day of January, 1943,
total
Applicants must be high school graduates; citizens of
ration
So you get out a point
coupons lettered A and B are
bought war being County Court day, beFrank
money
his
of
United States; residents of Kentucky for at least one
the
grocery
released for the first month, book. You decide that—
bonds, and with some he bought tween the hours of 10 a.m., and
In order to compete in the examination it will be
year.
only
"pay"
to
have
will
you will have only 32 points. buyers
Duroc gilt.
door
purebred
another
Courthouse
the
at
p.m.,
3
to file an application which may be obtained from
necessary
lima beans
As food supplies vary up or one point a pound for
to exproceed
Ky.,
in
Princeton,
the County Health Officer.
kidney beans.
down, the OPA may permit you and two points for
highthe
to
sale
public
to
Graveyards
pose
Indian
The three highest ratings on the examination will conto use more—or fewer—coupons You decide to charge four points Give Up Old Weapons
properfollowing
the
bidder
est
stitute the immediate eligible list from which a junior clerkfor black-eyed peas and six for
in any period of time.
ty:
years
(W)—For
Calif.
Baird,
typist will be selected.
beans.
The OPA explains that point pinto
A certain tract of land lyAny further information may be obtained from the
anthropologists have respected
are
which
beans,
for
navy
But
things
for
necessary
is
rationing
ing and being in Caldwell
of
County Health Department. Applications must be
the
graveyards
Indian
the
old
Caldwell.
12
charge
you
scarce,
very
like canned foods where it is
described as
Ky.,
County,
than January 27, 1943.
despite
later
region,
river
not
McCloud
filed
not necessary for things like points a pound.
follows; Beginning at two
their valuables content of weagenthe
that
decide
you
Then
is
reason
The
coffee and sugar.
early
of
pons and utensils
that there are few if any com- eral bean situation is such that
American culture. Now that the
consumer
each
allow
can
you
or
coffee
for
substitutes
mon
area is to be flooded by the
sugar. If you ration them you've 32 points worth of beans in
giant Shasta dam, Uuiversity of
just about covered the field. With February. You announce that
California excavators are busy
B
are
and
A
lettered
coupons
different
canned goods it's a
arrowheads, bowls,
salvaging
means
story. If you ration just one good for that month. That
knives, and beads, for permanpounds
buy
32
can
the
housewife
simply
you
peas,
like
item,
of lima beans for each member ('nt preservation.
lllllll
At the farm, 2 miles South of Fredonia on the Kuttawa road, I will expo,o
of her household, or 8 pounds
for Sale all the personal property of the late Geo. W. Hill on
of black-eyed peas—but only 2%
She
can
pounds of navy beans.
take it all in lima beans, or
divide it up any way she pleases,
THURSDAY, JANUARY 21st
but she gets only 32 points worth
of beans all told for each perBeginning at 10 O'clock A. M. Wartime . . This sale consists in part of
son.
the following property:
Of course this is just a make- Capital Stock Co. Insurance
Is safe and reliable.
believe example. Beans probably
1 Lot Coal
12 Registered Hereford Cows
won't be handled in just this Princeton, K).
2,500 Bushels of White Corn
Phone 25
20 Grade Hereford Cows
way at all, but it illustrates
1 International Feed Mill
110 S. Jefferson St.
1 Jersey Milk Cow
he principle. When point ra1 12-ft. Seed Drill
30 Head Stock Cattle
•
a cordial reception and
1 Phosphate Spreader

94

A ton of manure properly
may be worth $10, says the

Beware Coughs
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Save Tobacco
Stalks, Manure
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All persons having claim
against the estate of Martha H
Stephens present same properl
proven for settlement on or be
fore March 1, 1943 and all
persons knowing themselves
ed to said estate come indebtforward
and settle same before
same
date.
Hershel Stephens
J. D. Stephens,
Administrators
Eveiybody reads the Leader.

0

r. Hallie C. Watt
OPTOMETRIST
one 250

E. Main St.

in

For High

tin

SELL

'Dark

Fire
wi

HANCOCK-COOPE
1st Street, Hopkinsville,
?WILLIAM HANCOCK. Jr.
Sales
Phon

yo
rs

•

ary

14, 1943
mem

.f division among
chaser will be r.
bond with good
ity for the p4E
purchase money,
Master Commisa8 percent interest
'1 paid, having the
Judgment or Re.
on which execuat maturity, with
. for the payment
sale will be made
6 months.
Frances Littlepage,
.mmissioner C.C.C.
1:aker.
Nov. 26, 1942

Coughs
'mon colds

Hang On
relieves promptly he.
:lit to the seat of the
p loosen and expel
teem. and aid nature
will raw, tender, tn.
ial mucous meni.
r druggist to sell you
nitilsion with the unmust like the way it
he cough or you are
.oney back.

ULSION
est Colds.

Bronchitis

er4aii
ATURE
Equipment,
Megan

M. Thurs.
.urice French
Manager

.ance
INC oRPORATED

EALTH
ATION

will be held at
Louise C. Morel,
Health Office for
Caldwell County
ates; citizens of
for at least one
.ation it will be
be obtained from
ination will conh a junior clerktained from the
ications must be
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ts in part of
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literary Guidepost

A ton of manure properly used
may be worth $10, says the Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Horne Economics. Tobacco stalks
are worth still more. Here are
some suggestions offered by the
college
Keep tobacco stalks
under
cover until spread on growing
crop, during the winter or early
spring, such as small grain,
pasture or meadow. Even light
rains cause rapid leaching.
Spread thinly. Stalks in piles
or spread thickly are wasteful.
To have more manure use
plenty of bedding. Bedding absorbs liquid manure, which is
high in nitrogen and potash.
Straw, chaff, weeds, corn stalks
and other refuse make good bed- SINKWICH RECEIVES
GRID TROPHY—Frank Sinkwich (left) of Georgia receives the
Walter
ding and more manure.
Camp memorial trophy as the outstanding college football
player of the year, from Rear Admiral
livestoc
Keep
k under shelter Emory S. Land, chairma
n of the maritime commission, at the Touchdown Club dinner in
Washche mg wet, cold weather. Less ington. Two other gridders
, Bob Dove of Notre Dame (third from left) and Bruce Smith
of
feed is required for them and Great Lakes Naval Trainin
g Station (right) also received awards—Dove as the outstanding colmore manure is collected and lege lineman and
Smith, former Minnesota star, as the best service team performer. --AP
Telemat
less plant food is lost by leaching.
Where possible, haul manure
directly from the barn and
and spread on the field.
When necessary to pile manure out, make straight sides,
compact with flat tops, or use
manure pit.
Spread on growing crop or
just previous to plowing and
disking. Wind, rain, freezes, and
unshine hasten the
loss
of
trogen from manure when left
n the surface.
Use manure on the most valable crops.
Use of phosphate in connecton with manure gives addition1 results from both manure
nd phosphate where phosphate
needed.
Light applications of manure,
pread evenly, return greatest
rofits. (Four to 8 tons per acre
a good application.)
'
,
AS<
Don't permit manure to waste
the barnyard. Gather up of- COWS TAKE OVER GOLF COURSE—Some of the 50 head of cattle there
graze on the ninth
hole approach to the clubhouse of the Augusta National golf course at
n and protect until spread.
Augusta, Ga.—the famed
The value of manure dropped course designed by Bobby Jones and scene of the annual Masters tournament.
Jones, now an air
pastures by animals is great- corps captain, said the course was lying idle "so we thought we would
add it to grazing lands
availabl
increased when broken up and
e for the war effort." The Masters tourney was cancelled.
—AP Telemat
attered with a harrow or some
lost approximately 50 percent of hybrid corn contest, his yield
Among The
rm of drag.
their crop.
being 1161
/
2 bushels per acre.
County Agents
Fashion-right feathers _ from
A Madison county homemakdministrator's Notice
C. B. Hall of Monroe county bronze
turkeys, guineas
and ers' club collected 600 keys in
All persons knowing them- doubled milk
production in two Muscovy ducks are decorating the recent drive,
Ives indebted to the estate of
and gave $10
orge W. Hill, deceased, will weeks by moving his dairy herd the hats of some members of to Red Cross. They also invested
ease come forward and settle from lespedeza
to a mixture of homemakers' clubs in Warren $145 in war bonds.
same at once; and all percounty.
s having claims against the alfalfa and blue grass.
Luke Glass of Lyon county
Aden, Arabia, is built in the
Lite will present them, properThe Hardy Homemakers' Club
won a state championship in a crater of a volcano.
proven, to the undersigned in Pike county is flooring
and
thin 30 days at the Fredonia
ceiling a room in the school
lley Bank.
house basement for use by 4-H
Virgil E. Coleman,
clubs.
Administrator
In Garrard county, a total of
The AP reports America's wars-1
350 ponds have been dug since
ministrator's Notice
All persons having claims the project started a little over
iinst the estate of Martha H. a year ago.
phens present same properly
Dried alfalfa leaf tea is beyen for settlement on or bea
popular
beverage
e March 1, 1943 and all per- coming
s knowing themselves indebt- among homemakers' club memto said estate come forward bers in Hart county.
i settle same before same
After using poultry calendars
to.
for two years, Mrs. Clyde Clark
Hershel Stephens
of Campbell county increased
J. D. Stephens,
her flock to 335 birds.
Administrators
Pulaski farmers are milking
eiybody reads the Leader.
more cows at this time of year
ttan ever before, a creamery reporting a 25 percent milk increase.
A homemakers' club in Todd
county has fixed up a room in
the municipal building to serve
OPTOMETRIST
as a club and Red Cross room.
Due to the labor shortage,
hone 250
E. Main St.
members of the Lincoln County
Sorghum Growlers Association

Man's Attire 'Practical'

Wolves At Large
Tulsa, Okla. (/1')—Oklahorna
wolves are getting a break this
fall because of the tire situation.
The Southwestern Fox and Wolf
Hunters Association postponed
its annual hunt because the
hunters wanted
to
cooperate
with the tire rationers.

By John Selby
Associated Press Features

"I Saw The Fall Of The Philippines," by Carlos P. Romulo
In these days of war shortages
it is a little difficult to see why
Carlos P. Romulo's "I Saw the
The Leader leads in its field.
Fall of the Philippines" was
printed so loosely that it makes
a big book when it could have
been produced with two-thirds
of the paper used. But that has
nothing to do with the story,
which is a kind of synthesis of
In Standard Old Line Compolitical philosophy and horror,
panies . . . Safety for Your
and unique of its kind.
Property and Peace of Mind
Colonel Romulo is a Filipino
editor; a set of pieces on the
for Yourself.
Far East problem that he did
for his newspaper chain won
him a Pulitzer
citation
last
spring. He is a man who has
Phone U
lived well in Manila and elsePrinceton, Ky.
where, who was educated in
America, and who came at last
to the conclusion that America
really meant what it said about
giving the Philippines their independence after teaching the
Islands to stand on their own
feet. Or whatever islands stand
—AP Telemat
on. So Colonel Romulo was beEvelyn Bross (above), 19, of I Maurice Punch, Manager
hind Quezon, behind MacArth- Chicago, is dressed
in the man's Phone 470
106½ Market St.
ur, behind the democratic pro- attire she wears
because, she
Princeton, Ky.
gram of the United States.
says, male clothes and haircut
But he was not blind to the are "practical" in her
job. She
major problems of the Orient. says she is a machinis
t in a
He knew war was coming and war plant. Charged with
wearing
Finance Corp. of Ky.
had a shrewd idea when it the clothes of the opposite
sex
would come. He offered to help in public places, she is
free
MacArthur, and when
Japan under $25 bond.
flung the knife into the American back at Pearl Harbor, Mo- Bee Causes Smashup
Auburn, Calif. (JP)—When a bee
mulo accepted a commission and
went to work in the press sec- got into the cab of Floyd MarshHelp Them CICALISC the Blood
tion. Later he was MacArthur's field's truck he took a slap at it.
of Harmful Body Waste
personal aide and right hand Soon afterward officers were
Your kidneys are constantly filtering
waste matter from the blood etream. But
man. As such he went through untangling a famous-car highway
kidneys sometimes lag in their work—do
not act as Nature intended—fail to rethe bombardment of Manila af- smashup, in which one man was
move impurities that, if retained, may
poison the system and upset the whole
ter she had been declared an seriously injured.
body machinery.
open city. He escaped Corregidor
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
persistent headache, attacks of disalness,
A "siren suit" for plane spotand worked there to the last
getting up nights. swelling, puffiness
under the eyes—a feeling of nervous
moment. He crossed daily to ters is made of redwood bark
anxiety and loam of pep and strength.
Other signs of kidney or bladder disBataan, jumping from fox hole mixed with wool.
order are sometimes burning. scanty or
to fox hole with encouraging
too frequent urination.
over three bottles of Coca Cola
There should be no doubt that prompt
messages about help to come—
treatment ia wiser than neglect. Use
brought up by a diver, endured
Duane Pills. Doan's have been winning
knowing the help probably would
new friends for more than forty years.
the inescapable smell of ganThey have a coition-wide reputatiou.
not come. He escaped on the last
grene, loved and indeed idolized
Are recommended by grateful people the
rickety plane to leave Bataan,
country over. Ask your issighbort
MacArthur. His writing is a
and eventually arrived in Auslittle fulsome, to be sure. But
tralia.
it is writing out of a full and
Romulo's greatest contribution
eager heart.
to that heroic siege was "The
Voice of Freedom," the radio station that he and others improvised on Corregidor and used
as a sharp weapon against the
Japs. He ate mule, cherished bits
of wormy cheese, grew lyrical

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

John E. Young,Agt

ou Have Cash
BUY BONDS
If You Need Cash
Come In or Phone

Watch Your
Kidneys!

DOAN'S PILLS

r. Hallie C. Watt

smaiissal

For Highest Prices
Nodern'war reporting began with the
SELL YOUR

Dark Fired Tobacco
with

HANCOCK-COOPER DARK FLOOR
1st Street, Hopkinsville, Ky., Next to
Stockyards
WILLIAM HANCOCK, Jr.
HOWARD PRESCOTT
Salesmen
Phone 318

Mexican war and The Associated Press grew out
of the experience.
Never had the world seen such initiative in
news gathering up to then. The neily invented
"electro magnetic" telegraph was in operation in
a dozen or more cities -and in addition American

newspapers employed pigeons, ponies and boats
to speed the news of the fighting at Monterey,
Vera Cruz, Buena Vista and Mexico City.
A New York newspaper offered 11500 an
hour for every hour that a pigeon could deliver
the news ahead of its rivals. Two others set up a
dispatch system using "60 blooded horses" to
cover the 2000 miles to the Mexican front. Often,
riders were ambushed by Mexican guerrillas. Fast

This Advertiemmont appears in Vodu•, Jan. 1st issue

boats equipped with composing rooms were sent
out to meet th, slower steamers. Large sums were
spent to get news beats.
Yet the news arrived weeks late. It had to
move by boat across the Gulf of Mexico and
thence by pony express across the hostile southern
plains before it reached the telegraph at Richmond. A "bulletin" on the victory at Buena Vista
arrived in the east fully five weeks after the battle,
moreover, such coverage proved costly.
So it was that the first real cooperative news
gathering organization was formed. It was called
The Associated Press.
America was to learn to look for Associated
Press news thereafter.

.
HUMOR YOUR WOOLENS
AND THEY'LL FLATTER YOUI
Perhaps you haven't noticed, but that favorite
little pastel ensemble has some pretty firm
notions about drycleaning. You'll find out

when you see how much better it responds to
our Sanitone Service than to ordinary cleaning.
We give your drew' the extra care it takes
to give you the benefit of every little flattery
the designer styled into it.
Call us today.

AP-pasriff riveaavrTOR 4 cainay all'ine/s4
The Princeton Leader
GIVES ITS READERS ASSOCIATED PREE SERVICE

crania tutaansvscr

DPrcii8

Phone 197
Please Return Our Coat Hangers

ly graduated from the U. S.
Signal Depot, Lexington, and
visited his parents here before
being called to duty.
• •
Pvt. William Paul Morgan left
Sunday after a five-day furlough
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Morgan, W. Main St. He
is stationed. at the Army Air
Base, Maxton, N. C.
• • •
Pvt. Frank Herron, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Herron,
Princeton, is stationed at Miami
Beach, Florida.

Highway Garage
Moving To New
Site After Fire
State Rents City Building Used By WPA;
Fire Department
Praised
FollovAng a fire which virtually destroyed the State Highway Garage here last Thursday
afternoon, employes of the district maintenance crew, under
Percy Pruett, foreman, Tuesday
began moving office equipment,
parts stock and tires saved from
the blaze to the city's building
on West Washington street, until recently used by WPA, under a rental agreement arrived
at Monday between city and
State Highway officials.
Commissioner J. Lyter Donaldson said last Friday it had' not
been decided whether the State AS OPA HALTED PLEASURE DRIVING—Enforcing pleasure driving ban, bPA Inspector
would rebuild on the old garage Maurice Davis (in motorcycle sidecar) flagged this motorist to a stop in New York City for
site.
questioning. The scene is at Grand Concourse and Burnside avenue. The Bronx, normally marked
Three used trucks, their tires. by heavy traffic.
and a number of used tires
stored in the old frame building
"Pay-As-You-Go Tax
were lost in the fire, which
Bill Is Introduced
broke out about 2:15 o'clock in
(By Associated Press)
the afternoon as gasoline which
Washington, Jan. 13—A "paywas being drained from a truck
Another group of young men,
tank became ignited, Foreman
The Caldwell County Ration- as-you-go" income tax measure,
numbering
29, five of whom are
Pruett said. No estimate of the
Beardsley
ing Board is being swamped with along lines of the
Negroes, has been notified to
damage has been made but the
introduced
been
plan,
has
Ruml
Robert
appear Friday, Jan. 15, before
garage building is almost a applications for tires,
total loss, with only the front Jacobs, clerk, said Tuesday, in Congress by Senator Clark Dr. W. L. Cash, examining physician, for first physical examinasection, which housed the office every car driver apparently be- (D. Mo.).
Under Clark's bill, individual tions as selectees for the draft.
'and the stock room, saved. The lieving that, with gas rationing
upper floor of this section was effective, he is eligible to get tax payments would be applied They are: Leslie Guill, Jr.,
on current year's income, with Henry Vernel Smith, Elmer
burned.
new casings of some sort, or at
taxes on the previous year's in- Morse, Charles Alvin Lisanby,
Only efficient work by the the least, recaps.
come forgiven, and payments Luther Eldon Ramage, Edward
fire department prevented a
A total of 47 applications had
considerably greater loss, Mr. been filed Monday and Tuesday, would be withheld at the source. Leroy Boisture, Curtis Francis
Sick, Clifford Franklin Linville,
Pruett said, firemen saving a each applicant seeking one to
James Harvey Higgins, John
valuable caterpillar tractor, a four tires.
Wesley Tatum, Bart Leon Greshlarge truck parked on the south
Regulations call for motorists
am, James Henry Mason, Glover
side of the building, and all whose gas rations call for 240
(Continued from Page One)
parts and new tires stored in the to 560 miles of driving a month important campaign for victory. 'Johnson Lewis, Charles Kenneth
Martin, George Thomas Marshall,
ground floor front of the build- to be eligible for Class 3 tires,
The Extension Department has
ing.
for those with 560 to 1,000 miles responsibility of advising farm- Ellis Tackwell, Rexie Creecy
Smiley, Allen Glenn Fuller, R.
The three trucks burned, all allowance, Class 2 tires, and ers
about the food production
of which had seen long service, those having allowances of 1,000 goals, ways and means of reach- J. Kern, Charles Louard Mitchell,
William Elmore Sisk, Raymond
were in the garage for repairs miles upward, Class 1 tires, Mr. ing
them, Mr. Graham said, and
Frederick Fralix, Wade Hampat the time of the fire, Mr. Jacobs said.
plans to hold meetings in every
Pruett said. He said he did not
The county board is alloted community of the county be- ton Nichols, Jr., and Charles
Evans Brown.
know whether these could be only d definite quota each month tween
now and March 1, to exNegroes: James William Henry,
repaired and placed back in ser- and must pass upon applications plain
the food program.
Thomas Othgery George, Luther
vice economically.
accordingly, it was stated.
The AAA will complete a surCalvert, Virgil Riddley Hollins,
vey of the county within three
William Hollowell.
to
agent
the
said,
county
weeks,
contact every farmer and learn
his intention for crop and livestock production and to gain inWANTED: A complete issue of
formation about equipment he
The Princeton Leader bearing
information
will
will need. This
date, Nov. 29, 1942. Bring to
Leader Office for cash.
be summarized by the County
War Board.
WANTED: Good used gas range.
Greatest difficulties faced by
Call 50, or apply 404 Franklin.
farmers in attaining food proTO BUY—Good used
duction goals assigned will be WANTED
Ford short wheel-base truck.
shortage of labor, limited equipMerchants Service Line
tf
ment and limited feed supply,
HELP
WANTED:
Excellent
opMr. Graham said. It is necessary
portunity now open for proto get greater production to the
gressive person to take over
acre, with fewer men, but this
established route in Princeton.
No.car or investment necescan be accomplished, the county
sary. Write J. R. Watkins Co.,
agent declared, by more efficient
70-84 W. Iowa Ave., Memphis,
methods.
Tenn.
President Roosevelt sent
a
Girls 16 and 17 years of age must have written
message Tuesday, via radio, to BUY — Genuine Mazda light
bulbs at Joiner's. 15, 25, 40
all the Nation's farmers and
and 60-watt bulbs at 10c each.
their families urging fullest coconsent of parents. . . Age limit for women 35
It
operation in the food production
Reliable
WANTED:
man
as
Rawcampaign. Otper notables, inleigh Dealer in Caldwell Councluding the Russian ambassaty. Selling experience unnecesdor, Secretary of Agriculture
sary. Everything furnished except car. Splendid opportunity
Claude Wickard and Economic
to step into a permanent and
Administrator James Byrnes also
profitable business where Rawspoke via radio, helping
to
leigh Products have been sold
launch to Food-For-Victory drive.
for years. Good profits for a
hustler. For particulars write
Rawleigh's, I2ept. KYA-215Two hundred and fifty thous160A. Freeport, Ill. or see
and men of the British Navy are
Claud M. Young, Kuttawa,
engaged upon the Atlantic Ocean.
Ky.
3tp

19 Receive Call
For Draft Test

Tire Applications
Numerous Here

Food For Victory

When your fighting man
comes home for a visit, is
or
transferred, promoted
his
else
does something
friends would like to know,
please call The Leader. News ,
of men in service is always
Richard Adams, U.S.N., is on
welcomed.
furlough, visiting relatives. He
• • •
is attached to the Medical Dept.
Fred Nichols, Jr., son of Mr. in a hospital in Massachusetts.
and Mrs. Fred Nichols, Princeton, Route 2, has recently been
Tommy McGregor, son of Mr.
promoted to rank of Corporal. and Mrs. Hewlett McGregor,
He is stationed at Fresno, Calif. Memphis, formerly of Princeton,
• • •
recently graduated from the
Claude Allison Akin, Medical Aviation Machinists Mate School
Corps, Ft. Knox, and son of and was promoted to the rank
Mrs. Fannie Akin, Washington of Private First Class. He enstreet, has recently been promot- listed in the Navy a year ago.
ed to the rank of Corporal. After Pfc. McGregor will probably be
attending M.S.T.C., Murray for assigned to an active air squadthree years, he attended the ron for further duty.
school of denistry, University of
Louisville, for one year. At Ft. Ray Newcome At Work
Knox, he works in the dental Despite Slight Injuries
hygiene division at the Station
Ray Newcome, Highway emHospital. Cpl. Akin has been in ploye slightly burned in the
the Army five months.
fire which destroyed the State
•, • •
Highway garage here last Thursleft day afternoon, has reported for
Cpl. James G. Ratliff
Sunday after a two-day visit work daily since. A jacket he
here with his family. He is stationed at Robbins Field, Ga.
•

I

J. Dan Talbott
Gov. Keen Johnson Monday
received the resignation of Finance Commissioner J. Dan Talbott, author of Kentucky's Re.
organization Act and leader in
State politics for many years,
effective January 15. Mr. Talbott, guiding genius of Senator
A. B. Chandler, said he would
enter business, rest and "play
a little" and indicated he would
not promote any candidate for
Governor this year.
was wearing was badly darli.igA
when it caught fire.

•

Jack Nichols, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Nichols, Princeton,
Route 2, has recently been promoted to rank of Corporal. He
is stationed at Seattle, Wash.
Don't let the wear and
tear of busy, volunteer-work filled days
leave its mark on
you! Visit our salon
regularly for expert
hair, skin and nail
care by your favorite
operator. Call 11 for
your appointment!

Howard Lee Cash, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cash,
Locust Street, has been transferred
Clamp Swift, to
Camp Barkley, Texas.
• • •
Cpl. Arthur Dearing, stationed
at San Antonio, Texas, is on
furlough visiting friends and
relatives here.
• • •
Pvt. John B. Keeney, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keeney, E.
Market street is with the Signal
Repair Service, stationed
at
Camp Crowder, Mo. He recent-
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Have been turned with New Year's Resolutions. Let one of the Resolutions be
I'll purchase for my table food that is in abundance and not used in quantitie
by our Armed Forces. In this way help to do my bit." More for your Money all
the time.

- Cakes
C
Vano
akes

ç ,i

Sauce

Chocolate

23
11

lb.

Wonder

Newsboy

lb.

makes dirt
vanish

quart

IA
bottle I 7

Crystal

Babbitt's

Lye
Peanuts
vrunes

concentrated

F'

Fresh Roasted
Extra fine
and large

1-lb.

a-l4ic
te
1S
gtrik-x

Red Hot

bottle

15Matches
Kraut
10f
Sweet Potatoes

= GLEN OAK MUSTARD, plain or
withbulb
= Horseradish,
extraSa
ver
quality
13 OZ. jar
Genuine

extra large

lb.

a

k

Hall 4 lbs.

pkg.

at Owensboro, Ky. Good living conditions. Rooms,
single, $4

L
U boxes 23(

week; 2 in room, $2.50 a week each.

Transportation will be refunded 3rd week after

Fresh Meats

starting work. Must have good eyesight, good health
and good character.

Interview in Hopkinsville office, Elks Bldg., Tues.
Jan. 19, 10 A. M. Beginners start at 37/
1
2 cents an
hour, dependant on ability, which requires 4 to 6

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables
Red or Golden Delicious
APPLES

Nicodemus came unto
him by night, and said.
Rab-bi, we know that
thou art a teacher come
from God. Jesus answered and said unto him,
Verily verly, I say unto
thee. Except one
be
born again, he cannot
see the kingdom of God.
—John 3:1-3

4 lbs.

29(

MUTTON ROAST (best grade) 'Dalt
= forequarter lb. 19c hindquarter lb L.A.
LUNCH LOAVES
-a.. nice assortment

weeks learning period; then will be promoted and
wages raised. Time and a half for overtime for all
workers, with exception of minors.

Fresh Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Meats. More For Your Money all the Time.
PI Ill 151111)I 11111

U. S. Employment Service
Elks

I III

i s USN ()I

Crotun's jruntral
II NI KAI DIRI.CIORS AND II 'RNI I(SRI IWAI I RS
I'lltINI-S 'NA ilkic%NMI I AN( I Si 11
L

Bldg.
Beautiful Volume of these famous Scenes, mailed free on request.

CASH •Sir CARRY STORES

"§-a•

When your fl
comes home for
transferred, pro
does something
friends would Ilk
please call The Le
of men in service
welcomed.
• • •
Pvt. Dorrel E.
son of Mr. and Mrs.
harner, Princeton; w
cently inducted in t
stationed at Chanute
toul, Ill. He is wit
Corps ground force ri
chutes.
*
*
*
Pfc. Billy White, s
and Mrs. Herman Whit
in airplane mechani
stationed at Columbus
*
*
*
Reginald Catlett, U.
as been somewhere in
acific is "on leave"
is parents, Mr.
and
atlett, Hopkinsville S
*
* *
Elmer S. Witherspoo
r. and Mrs. C. 0.
Wit
aldwin Ave., is studyi
on mechanics at
Amaril
.r Field, Amarillo,
Te
* * *
Lieut. Gid Shelby
Pool,
corrunissioned Second
t upon graduation
fro
's Training
School, F
Ia., has been
transfe
p Campbell. He
visi
dparents, Mr. and
lter Majors and
othe
es here Sunday.
* * *
arshall Seeley, son
Mrs. J. M. Seeley,
street, has recently
bee
ted to rank of
sergeant •
y, stationed at
San Be
Calif.
* *
*
•omas M. Atwood,
so
and Mrs. John
F. At
b, is an aviation
cadet i
y Air Forces
Pre1, Maxwell,
Field,
t Atwood
enlisted in
y Air Forces
six mo
and was appointed
an A
Cadet, October 28,
at B
ield, Colorado.
* *
*e Patterson,
son of
Mrs.
Harry
Patter
eton, has been
promoted
of Corporal.
He is
at Ft. Crockett,
* * * Texas.
. Ridley
Wilson, son
Maggie Wilson,
Fredon
en transferred
from
in Harrison,
Ind.,
Rickett, Va. for ba
g.

*

*

Pv. William
Clyde Stephe
and Mrs. lid
Stephe..
ton, Route 3,
has bee
rred from Ft.
n, Ind., to Ft. Benjami
Knox fo
training.
*
*
*
ett E. Peters, of
the U. S.
Camp Sutton, N. C.,
spent
furlough with his parr. and' Mrs.
D. A. Peters,'
n, Route 3, last
week.
return he was
k of Corporal. promoted
* * *
Dow Robertson,
Camp
, Texas, has
returned to
after a fifteen
-day furhere with his
wife and
relatives in the
county.
* *

*
cablegram was

received
last week by
Mrs. Ed
from her son,
Cecil, who
Honed in North
Africa
the U. S. Army.
Pvt. Davis
the Army
about
a
*
* *
Willie Martin, Ft.
on furlough Devens,
visiting
r, Mevin
Martin and
tin, E. Market
street.
eturn Saturday.
* * *
omas Hughes, Ft.
Leonturn to Back
Page)

